That’s strong!”  That’s because it’s Yeowww! Catnip.  All of our   
toys are completely filled (as in, BURSTING-at-the-seams filled)
with 100% organically grown catnip.  It’s all leaf and flowertop for a more
potent, premium blend.  Our high quality is never in question.
SO...Why not try a “New-to-you SKU”?
With DuckyWorld Products’ Guaranteed-Product Exchange Program
(G-PEP), picking the correct product mix for the highest return on a store’s
investment is no longer an issue.  Cats in Ontario, Canada may be partial to
round toys like our Yeowww! Apple, while the fat cats in Las Vegas, NV might
prefer bunny-kicking the Yeowww! Cigar around.  Just read the fine print
below and relax.  All of us at DuckyWorld work hard to ensure a profitable
catnip toy selection in all stores.  
Fine Print:
Effective January 1, 2007 if store management is not happy with a Yeowww! Catnip Toy’s movement within
2 months of receipt of product, that SKU may be exchanged.  Distributor or Retailer should call DuckyWorld
Products, Inc. to arrange return and obtain an Exchange Number.  Credit will be calculated at 100% of the
invoiced price.  Customer is responsible for shipping costs.  (For your protection, please return goods with a
traceable service, such as FedEx or UPS.  DuckyWorld Products, Inc. will not be held responsible for returned
item(s) lost or damaged in transit.  International customers are responsible for all duties and taxes of their
country.)
Returned product must be in its original container, not overly handled, labels attached and free of store cat hair.  
In other words:  “it never moved off the shelf” condition. DuckyWorld will make the discretion.
And finally, for the returned product, we’d like to suggest using the credit on a “new-to-you SKU” for your store.
(We want you to try new stuff…why not…you can always return it!)  Therefore, we will offer a
5% discount on replacement stock never ordered before.  The discount is available only once on the
“new-to-you SKU”, so make the most of your replacement order.
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